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In describing electromagnetic properties of nuclei, the contributions of the core nucleons are often easential (e.g. in the case of electrio interaction with nuclei which have closed proton shells and only neutrons in the valence subshella) in spite of the fact that the core is usually supposed to be inert in shell model calculations. The only way out in similar situations has been to sacrifice the microscopic point of view and to introduce the notion of an effective charge, a constant supposed to simulate the cumulative effect of all the core nucleons. The numerical values of such effective charges of neutrons and/or protons depend on the multipole in question, and are almost adjustable parameters, A "derivation" of these quantities from a hydrodynamical picture of the nucleus leads to mixing a phenomenological description with a microscopic theory. To sum up, an effective charge is in fact just the measure of the extent of our ignorance of a given electrodynamic process inside the nucleus. It is clear that, parties ularly when one works with realistic nucleon-nucleon potentials, a fully mioroscopio theory of nuclear structure should be free of the concept of an adjustable effective charge.
Several authors '* ' have tried to estimate the effective charges using the picture of virtual excitations of oore nucleons. In particular, a neutron effective charge could originate from second-order processes in which a virtual or a real photon is absorbed by a core proton creating a particle-hole pair which is subsequently de-excited in a collision with a valence neutron. The analysis of Refs.l) and 2) has, however, been only qualitative, involving only schematic approximations and purely phenomenological nuclear forces. In Table I we give e 2 (n,n') for Sh computed from eq. In order to examine the relative importance of our individual ep(n,n') we compute with the numbers of Table I the obeervables B(E2,2*-^? 0*) and Q(2*). We first solve the appropriate G^TD and QSTD secular problems '* , and find the desired eigenvalues and the eigenvectors 0. y and 1 2-\ , bo.th strictly compatible with the model parameters involved in e-(n,n' ) of Table I . The effective nuolear force in mixing the CJPD and QSTD configurations of the valence neutrons contains the second-order renormalizations of the "oore polarization" of all the proton and neutron subshells mentioned above; the valence neutron subshells are assumed to be, on the average, exactly half occupied; no other approximation of the propagators of the corepolarization terms is made. The s.p. energies and wave functions are exactly those of our e 2 (n,n' ) calculation. While ) 0^* } ie, in QTD, the qp-vacuum itself and j 2, / has nine two-qp components, the corresponding vectors in our QSTD theory '''^ have 56-(jo^"">) and 94-compcnents; these are free of all the "basic spurious kats due to the nucleon-nun'ber non-conservation (such kets are projected out ). The QSTD O*-eigenvalue lies by -0.363 MeV lower than the qp-vacuum and the QSTD 2*-eigenvalue is 1.153 MeV; the QTD 2*-energy lies at 1.259 MeVj the observed 2* energy is: 1.291 MeV,
In Table II we give the QTD and QSTD values of the B(E2,2£-» 0*) and Q(2+) both "theoretical 11 (computed'with the e 2 (n,n') of Table I) (2) and those calculated with the neutron effective charge, &\p£ » 1. +0.4 ± 0,3 barn.
Our predicted values lie around the lower limit of the experimental error. One has to keep in mind the fact that Q(2^) ia a very "delicate" quantity sensitive to the detailed structure of the vector. The QSTD predictions are much better than those of QTD because of the most important enhancement due to the large two-qp-four-qp interference terms even in the case of quite small four-qjp components.
It should "be noted that our theory ia based on the purely spherical shell modelj we feel that the assumption of a stable deformation in the 2.. is given for QSTD in the the same theories. 
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